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Abstract approved:

Tests were conducted on 34 electric and non-electric fences,

comprising seven families of fences, to evaluate their effectiveness in

deterring crossing by coyotes (Canis latrans). All tests were con-

ducted inside a 6 . 5-ha (16-acre) chain-link fenced enclosure located

17.7 km (11 miles) northwest of Corvallis, Oregon. Tests comprised

three phases extending from April 1975 through March 1976.

Phase 1 consisted of conditioning coyotes to run a specific route

in a test area and then interjecting test fences in the coyote's route

of travel. Phases 2 and 3 consisted of tests using live prey (rabbit)

as the stimulus for coyotes to cross fences.

During Phase 1, coyotes failed to cross various test fences in 0

to 71 percent of the tests. Twenty-three fences were significantly

greater deterrents (P < 0.05) to coyotes than other fences in their

respective families and were retained for further evaluation.

These fences were rated according to selected features of
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construction, and two fences were selected for comparison in later

tests with a standard fence, 99-cm (39-inch) high, 15.2-cm (6-inch)

stay woven wire with a barbed wire 7.6 cm (3 inches) above.

Coyotes crossed test fences 567 times during Phase 1 tests by

climbing over, jumping over, passing through meshes or between

wires, and crawling under. The percent frequency of occurrence for

each method of crossing was 29.6, 36.4, 29.4, and 3.9, respectively

(0.7 percent not observed). No digging under was observed, probably

because of the short test periods (10 or 15 minutes). Coyotes crossed

fences significantly more often (P < 0.05) at or within 2 m of corners

when corners were not obstructed. Coyotes appeared to have difficulty

jumping over fences that were higher than 167.6 cm (66 inches).

Adult coyotes were able to crawl through meshes with unstretched

dimensions as small as 15.2 x 10.2 cm (6 x 4 inch).

In Phase 2, a woven wire fence 170.2-cm (67-inches) high

including an overhang was a significantly greater deterrent (P < 0.05)

to coyotes than the standard fence, but a woven wire fence with

electric wires placed in front of it was not significantly (P > 0.05)

better than the standard fence. Coyotes crossed test fences 14 times,

all of which involved crawling through woven wire meshes.

In Phase 3, the woven wire fence with overhang was exposed to

coyotes during eight overnight test periods. One coyote was success-

1 ful in crawling under the test fence. A woven wire apron was added to



the fence, and 11 more overnight tests were conducted. One coyote

crossed the test fence three times during these additional tests,

apparently by crawling through meshes. The largest unstretched

mesh on this fence was 15.2 x 10.2 cm (6 x 4 inch).

Electric fences generally were not effective in deterring coyotes

under the test conditions. Electric wires could not be positioned in

a manner that ensured coyotes would receive a shock. In 466 tests of

18 different electric fences, coyotes were observed receiving a shock

only 13 times.

Results of all tests indicated that an effective fence for

deterring coyotes should be at least 167.6-cm (66-inches) high, be

constructed of mesh no larger (preferably smaller) than

15.2 x 10.2 cm (6 x 4 inch), have at least a 38-cm (15-inch) inclined

overhang, and have a woven wire apron extending at least 30.5 cm

(12 inches) from the base of the fence. A fence constructed in this

manner was considered minimal to deter coyotes; however, absolute

effectiveness was not ensured. Cost per mile for materials to con-

struct a fence of this type was estimated to be $2340 in March 1976.
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EVALUATION OF WIRE FENCES FOR CONTROL
OF COYOTE DEPREDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Since publication of the "Cain report" (Cain et al. 1972) and the

curtailed use of toxicants for predator control required by Executive

Order No. 11643, the emphasis on research into alternative methods

of predator control intensified. Much public interest created a need

for development of selective, non-lethal control methods. Control

efforts are directed primarily at reducing the losses of livestock to

coyotes (Canis latrans). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service listed

research concerning fencing (primarily electric fencing) for coyote

control as a high-priority research topic (Balser 1974). Accordingly,

the research presented in this thesis was initiated.

Historic Use of Fences for Depredations Control

The use of barriers to control mammalian pests is not a new

concept. Rock and wooden barriers for protection of livestock from

carnivores were used several centuries ago in Asia and Europe

(Fitzwater 1972). Barriers in the form of wire and wooden-stake

fences were in use in California and Arizona in the 1890's to deter

coyotes (Young and Jackson 1951). Youngblood and Cox (1922) dis-

cussed attempts by ranchers to fence livestock from wolves in Texas.
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Fencing for control of canines, marsupials, and lagomorphs was

reported to be extensive in Australia (Bauer 1964, McKnight 1969).

Wire fences in combination with ditches were constructed in Africa to

control depredations by wildlife on agricultural land (Woodley 1965,

Denney 1972).

Mc.Atee (1939) discussed numerous small-scale uses of electric

fences to control ungulates and predatory mammals. He reported

successful use of electric fences, yet evaluations of effectiveness

were subjective. Storer et al. (1938) objectively evaluated the use of

electric wires to control bears. They were successful in repelling

same bears with electric shock but found much variation in the

behavior of bears following receipt of shock. Fitzwater (1972) pre-

sented more recent information on the use of electric fences, pri-

marily for control of deer. Electric fencing was used with some

apparent success in reducing losses of sheep to coyotes in Kansas

(F. R. Henderson, personal communication). Recently, electric fenc-

ing was reported to be successful in reducing fox predation on nesting

terns (Forster 1975).

Previous Evaluations of Fences

Lantz (1905) attempted to evaluate fences as deterrents to

coyotes. He tested two coyotes against 14 types of fences by forcing

the animals down a lane across which the fences were erected. He
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recorded the height of the first fence that the coyotes could not

surmount. His data were insufficient to determine the effectiveness of

different fences in deterring coyotes.

Jardine (1908, 1909, 1910, 1911) tested two fence configurations

used for sheep enclosures in Oregon and Colorado. These fences

were constructed with "V"-mesh woven wire. The enclosure fences

were examined daily with tracking dogs to determine whether coyotes

had crossed the fence. His data indicated that a 150-cm (59-inch)

fence was adequate to exclude coyotes except where deep snow or

fallen trees provided a route across the fence.

McKnight (1969) commented on the utility of small and large

mesh poultry netting, 183-cm (

dingo) in Australia. Although no specific tests were conducted, he

cited the advantages and shortcomings of the fence relative to dingo

control.

Barker (1941) and Spencer (1938) mentioned fencing as a means

of controlling coyotes; however, the degree of effectiveness was not

specified. Stuliken and Kirkpatrick (1953) studied the relationship of

the size of fence mesh to passage by selected predatory mammals but

excluded coyotes from the tests.

As recently as 1973, personnel at Texas A and M University

were evaluating fences for coyote control under field conditions

(Knowlton 1973). This research was terminated because of difficulty

72-inches) high, to deter dingos (Canis



in determining coyote capabilities and expense involved in collecting

sufficient data for statistical analysis (M. Shelton, personal communi-

cation).

Despite the reported widespread use of fences for control of

depredations described above, evaluations of effectiveness were

limited. Reported effective use of electric arid non-electric fences

generally was based on casual observations of animal tracks and com-

parisons of losses occurring before and after fences were erected.

Few attempts were made to objectively investigate the responses of

predatory animals to various fence configurations.

Research Objectives

To determine differences in the numbers of coyotes that

failed to cross various configurations of electric and non-

electric fences under controlled conditions, thereby permit-

ting judgment of the effectiveness of fences in retarding

and/or preventing crossing by coyotes.

To describe and quantify behavioral responses of coyotes

during attempts to cross fences.



STUDY AREA

Large Enclosure

All research was conducted within a 6. 5-ha (16-acre) chain-link

fenced enclosure located 17.7 km (11 miles) northwest of Corvallis,

Oregon on land administered by Oregon State University. The

perimeter fence was constructed of 183-cm (72-inch) chain-link fence

material with posts spaced at 3-m (10-foot) intervals. The base of

the fence, with an attached 45.8-cm (18-inch) woven wire apron pro-

jecting toward the inside of the enclosure, was buried 15.2 cm (6

inches) deep. At the top of the chain-link wire a 38.1-cm (15-inch)

woven wire overhang was placed at an approximate 30 degree angle

above horizontal and projecting inward. Corners of the enclosure

were two 135 degree angles rather than a single 90 degree angle; an

attempt to reduce the potential for coyotes to climb (Fig. 1). The

enclosed land was mowed pasture with a strip of Douglas fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii) extending to the center of the enclosure.

Several large white oaks (Quercus garryana) were scattered on the

west side of the enclosure.

Confinement Facilities within the Enclosure

Confinement facilities within the large enclosure consisted of a

shelter, cages, and confinement fencing (Fig. 1). The shelter was a
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Fig. 1. Shelter position and confinement fencing design within the
large enclosure.
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9.1- x 15.9-m (30- x 50-foot) wood-frame, metal-roofed structure

housing 10 elevated 1.2- x 1.2- x 3.7-m (4- x 4- x 12-foot) steel dog

cages. The cages were elevated 61 to 66 cm (24 to 26 inches) above a

pea gravel substrate. The cages had 2.5-cm (1-inch) mesh woven-wire

floors, and wooden dens made of 1.9-cm (0.75-inch) plywood were

attached to one end of the cages. The opposite end of each cage had a

metal door that opened into a walkway leading to the confinement fencing.

Confinement fencing consisted of a fenced runway and two

triangles of fencing attached base to base (Fig. 1). The runway and

triangles were fenced with 15.2-cm (6-inch) stay woven wire. The

woven wire enclosing the triangles extended 183 cm (72 inches)

vertically, and the remaining 38.1 cm (15 inches) of wire at the top

was folded inward and supported to form an overhang that was inclined

45 degrees above horizontal. The runway was completely enclosed

along its entire length by 15.2-cm (6-inch) stay woven wire arching

over the top approximately 183 cm above the ground. To reduce the

potential for coyotes to escape into the large enclosure, 5-cm (2-inch)

poultry netting was added to the runway and fenced triangles. Swinging

gates were installed in the walkway and runway to facilitate handling of

coyotes. An observation booth elevated 2 m (78 inches) above the

ground was placed near the diagonal fence of the test area (Fig. 1).

The fenced triangles were out of sight of the shelter, so no coyote

could observe the behavior of another coyote during testing.



METHODS AND MATERIALS

Procurement and Care of Coyotes

All coyotes used for tests of fences were wild-caught animals

(Appendix, Table A). The coyotes used for Phase 1 (April-October

1975) tests of fences were captured in Oregon by personnel of the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Methods used to capture coyotes were

wire snare, steel trap, steel trap and tranquilizer tab (Balser 1965),

and exhaustion by helicopter chase with subsequent immobilization.

Following capture, coyotes were placed in plywood holding boxes and

transported to the study area. Prior to being released into a cage,

each coyote was weighed and injected with Z.5 cc of antibiotic (Bicil

intramuscularly (IM) in the hip. Each coyote also received vaccina-

tions against rabies IM and against distemper, hepatitis, and

leptospirosis, subcutaneously. Each coyote was weighed 2 weeks and

4 weeks post-capture to ensure that weights had stabilized or were

returning to pre-capture levels. The feet of all coyotes caught in

steel traps were allowed to heal prior to initiation of tests of fences.

No impairment of foot movement persisted in any of the coyotes after

healing was complete.

The coyotes used for Phase 2 and Phase 3 (November 1975-

March 1976) tests were received from the Denver Wildlife Research

Center in trade for the coyotes used in Phase 1. These coyotes were

8
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vaccinated and acclimated to cages prior to being transported to

Oregon.

The coyotes were fed a daily ration of about 454 g (1 lb) of

chunk-style dry dog chow. Their diet was supplemented at least

weekly with fresh or frozen meat from car-killed deer and small

mammals. Exceptions to this diet occurred in Phases 2 and 3 when

the coyotes were on a deprivation cycle or were regularly consuming

rabbit meat. Water was available constantly to all caged animals from

a gravity-fed, automatic water system.

All coyotes were allowed at least 2 weeks to acclimate to the

study area prior to being used for tests. The coyotes were confined in

accordance with U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

(1972) standards. When necessary to physically handle a coyote, an

adjustable noose-pole was used to restrain the animal. No health

problems were encountered, and all coyotes survived the period of

confinement.

Descriptions of Test Fences

To separate predators and livestock with fencing, either a

modification may be made to an existing fence, or a new fence may be

constructed. I selected test fence configurations accordingly. To

represent existing fences, a standard sheep fence and a standard

stock fence were defined on the basis of information I gathered in
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August 1974 during an informal survey of fence configurations used by

stockmen in the central Willamette Valley of Oregon. The standard

fences were constructed of 99-cm (39-inch) woven wire with barbed

wires placed at ground level and 7.6 cm (3 inches) above the woven

wire. The sheep and stock fences had 30.5-cm (12-inch) and 15.2-

cm (6-inch) stay woven wire, respectively. The interval between

posts was approximately 4.6 m (15 feet). These standard fences

served as a basic design for all test fences that represented modifica-

tions of existing fencing. Test fences that were considered as new

construction were not based on a standard design and thus were

variable. Some test fences were described in literature; the remain-

ing fences were my design or were designed from recommendations of

interested individuals.

For evaluation purposes and ease of changing fences during

tests, the test fences were grouped into families based on similarity

of design. Thirty-four test fences (TF), comprising seven families,

(Figs. 2 through 8) were tested.

Family I included five test fences constructed of woven wire and

barbed wire. Test fence 1 and TF 5 were the standard stock fence

and standard sheep fence, respectively. The remaining three fences

were modifications of TF 1 and included 51-cm (20-inch) woven wire

added as an overhang (TF 2

an apron (TF 4).

), as a vertical extension (TF 3), and as



FAMILY I

barbed wire

woven wire

30 60 centimeters

22 24 inches

Fig, 2. Test fence configurations comprising family I. View from
coyote side of fence. Post intervals not to scale. Numbers
identify individual test fences as referred to in text.
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FAMILY II 12

X X X barbed wire

1111 woven wire

o 30 60 centimeters

3 1 24 inches

Test fence configurations comprising family II. View from
coyote side of fence. Post intervals not to scale. Numbers
identify individual test fences as referred to in text.



FAMILY III

charged wire

0 30 60 centimeters
I

0 12 24 inches

15

Fig, 4, Test fence configurations comprising family III, View from
coyote side of fence, Post interval not to scale, Numbers
identify individual test fences as referred to in text,
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30 60

0 12 24

charged wire

barbed wire

woven wire

centimeters

inches

20

Fig. 5, Test fence configurations comprising family IV. View from
coyote side of fence. Post intervals not to scale. Numbers
identify individual test fences as referred to in text.
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charged wire

barbed wire

woven wire

centimeters

inches

15

25

Fig. 6, Test fence configurations comprising family V. View from
coyote side of fence. Post intervals not to scale. Numbers
identify individual test fences as referred to in text.



FAMILY VI

29

charged wire

barbed wire

woven wire

chicken wire

0 30 60 centimeters
1

0 12 24 inches

30

g. ro Test fence configurations comprising family VI, View from
coyote side of fence, All fences had triangular shields
placed in corners, Post intervals not to scale. Numbers
identify individual test fences as referred to in text,



FAMILY VII
17

W barbed wire

woven wire

centimeters0 30 60

0 12 24 inches

Fig. 8. Test fence configurations comprising family VII. View from
coyote side of fence. All fences had triangular shields
placed in corners. Post intervals not to scale. Numbers
identify individual test fences as referred to in text.
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Family II included TF 6, TF 8, and TF 9 described by Jardine

(1908, 1909, and 1911), respectively. I modified these fences to use

small (less than 10.2 x 15.2 cm) mesh woven wire rather than the

"V-mesh" that Jardine used. Test fence 7 was described by

Fitzwater (1972), and TF 10 was a fence presently used by sheep

ranchers in southwestern Oregon.

Family III included five test fences consisting of one, two, or

three electrified smooth wires. Electric wires on TF 11, TF 12,

TF 13, and TF 14 were at least 25.4 cm (10 inches) above the ground,

and spaces between wires ranged from 22.9 cm to 38.1 cm (9 to 15

inches), Test fence 15 was a modification of a fence described by

Fitzwater (1972).

Family IV included five test fences consisting of one, t o, or

three electrified smooth wires added to the standard sheep fence. I

selected the position and spacing of the electric wires based on the

encounters of coyotes with the test fences in families I through III.

The electric wires were placed 45.7, 71.1, 101.6, and 121.9 cm

(18, 28, 40, and 48 inches) above ground level. The woven wire on

all test fences was grounded to a 183-cm (72-inch) metal rod that was

driven into the ground near the end of the test fence.

Family V included five test fences with electrified smooth wires

placed on the coyote side of the fence from 30.5 to 121.9 cm (12 to 48

inches) away from the standard sheep fence. Test fence 23 and TF 25
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also had additional barbed wires above the standard fence.

Family VI included four modifications of a standard fence and

one new construction. Test fence 26 consisted of 99-cm (39-inch),

15.2-cm (6-inch) stay woven wire and four additional barbed wires

spaced at 12.7- to 20.3-cm (5- to 8-inch) intervals above. Test fence

27, TF 28, and TF 29 consisted of the standard stock fence with

barbed wires and electrified smooth wires added. The barbed wire on

TF 28, located 121.9 cm (48 inches) from the woven wire and

106.7 cm (42 inches) above ground, was added to deter coyotes that

jumped fences. Test fence 30 consisted of 183 cm (72 inches) of 5-cm

(2-inch) poultry netting reinforced with barbed wires on top and bot-

tom. All test fences in this family had corner shields made from a

triangular piece of plywood. The base of the triangle was 61 cm (24

inches), and the sides were each 45.7 cm (18 inches). On TF 27, the
-shields were placed so the base of the triangle pointed downward and

outward from the corners. The base of the triangle pointed upward

and outward from the corners of the other four test fences.

Family VII included four test fences that were constructed of

15.2-cm (6-inch) stay, 141 gauge "rabbit and poultry" wire. The

overhang on TF 31 was constructed of 30.5-cm (12-inch) stay woven

wire. The overhangs on TF 33 and TF 34 were formed by bending the

top of the woven wire toward the coyote side of the fence. The woven

wire was fastened to the coyote side of the posts on all of these test

fences. In addition, plywood shields were placed in the corners as
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described for TF 26, TF 28, TF 29, and TF 30.

The electric charges for all electrified wires were provided by

a fence charger powered by a 12-volt wet cell battery. "International

650" and "Hol Dem. Model 691,2 chargers were used for the tests.

Phase 1 Procedures

To test fences, it was necessary that the coyotes be motivated

to attempt to cross a fence each time a test was conducted. To meet

this requirement, the coyotes were conditioned to run a specific route

when they were released from their cages (Fig. 1).

During the conditioning procedure, each coyote was allowed to

leave its cage individually, move through the runway to the test area,

and then enter the runway and return to its cage. I ensured that gates

were properly positioned and that the coyote completed the specified

route during each conditioning run. I found the coyotes demonstrated

a strong inclination to return to their den as rapidly as possible;

therefore,I considered return to the safety of the den to be sufficient

reinforcement for coyotes to complete conditioning runs. Subse-

quently, I did not allow coyotes to return to their dens until they had

2Available from International Electric Co., Chicago, Illinois and
Electric Service Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, respectively.
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completed the proper sequence during conditioning. As conditioning

advanced, barbed wires were strung across the test fence location

(Fig. 1) to familiarize coyotes with the presence of wires in the path

of travel. A coyote was considered sufficiently conditioned when it

would exit its cage, traverse the required route, and return to its

cage without hesitating to investigate the runway or test area. When

coyotes were sufficiently conditioned, I assumed that a coyote's-

response to a test fence would be to attempt to negotiate the fence and

complete the typical route of travel.

The entire conditioning procedure was similar to "operant

conditioning" and "instrumental conditioning" describe.d by Skinner

(1938) and Thorpe (1963), respectively. In addition, habituation

(Klopfer 1974) probably was important in reducing the tendency of

coyotes to deviate from the route of travel that I required them to

complete.

Tests of fences were initiated upon completion of conditioning of

10 coyotes (5 males and 5 females). Fence families I to VII were

tested sequentially. The sequence of events for Phase 1 tests are

outlined in the flowchart in Fig. 9.

Basically, tests were the same as the conditioning procedure

except a test fence blocked the typical path of travel of coyotes.

Coyotes were allowed 10 minutes (15 minutes for family I) to negotiate

a test fence. Coyotes that successfully negotiated a test fence were



Fig. 9. Flowchart of sequence of events for tests of fences during Phase 1.

Choose fence
family to be
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Test the fence

Did all
coyotes
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Did all
coyotes
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Remove coyote(s) that
failed from the test
group

Remove coyote(s) that
failed from the test
group
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allowed to return to their cages immediately. Coyotes that failed to

negotiate a test fence in the alloted time were released from the test

area and allowed to return to their cages without completing the typi-

cal path of travel. A success was defined as a coyote crossing a test

fence by any method. A failure was defined as any test in which a

coyote failed to negotiate the fence within the test period.

This process required that coyotes remained conditioned

regardless of the outcome of a test; therefore, a validating procedure

was established to determine whether coyotes remained conditioned as

testing progressed. Validation consisted of allowing each coyote to

run in the confinement fencing with three strands of barbed wire

(validation fence) strung across the test fence location. The barbed

wires were spaced 20.3, 40.6, and 61 cm (8, 16, and 24 inches) above

the ground. A coyote was considered to have remained conditioned if

it successfully negotiated the validation fence and returned to its cage.

To ensure exposure to similar conditions, validation was conducted

for all coyotes whenever at least one coyote failed to cross a test

fence. In the event all coyotes crossed a test fence, validation was not

considered to be necessary prior to tests of the next fence.

Validation generally was conducted immediately prior to test

runs; therefore, there was a chance that coyotes could learn to cross

the validation fence and avoid the test fence during a test run. The

double validation at the end of each replication was used as a means of
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determining whether coyotes had learned to avoid crossing test fences

on the second run of each test day. If a coyote failed to complete the

double validation, that animal was considered to be avoiding the test

fences and was eliminated from further tests of that family of fences.

Also, coyotes that failed to negotiate a validation fence were removed

from further tests of fences in the same family. These coyotes were

included when subsequent families of fences were tested.

Tests of fences usually were conducted between 1300 and 1800

PDT. All Phase 1 tests were conducted from 15 April to 30 October

1975 inclusive as follows: family I, 15 April to 1 May; family II, 4 to

21 May; family III, 9 to 20 June; family IV, 25 June to 16 July; family

V, 19 July to 10 August; family VI, 14 August to 3 September; family

VII, 14 to 30 October. Coyotes were observed from an elevated blind,

and data were recorded on prepared data sheets (Appendix, Fig. A).

Tests of each family of fences were arranged in randomized

blocks design. Tests of fences were replicated three times in each

family except family III in which there were two. Each time a fence

was tested the order of the coyotes was randomized. Two-way analy-

sis of variance was used to account for variation introduced by

possible changes in behavior of coyotes during successive replications.

The number of times that coyotes failed to cross each fence was

recorded. These data were adjusted to a "normal" distribution using

square-root transformations)1\r7i1 and 47-c + qx+1) and analyzed
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using F-tests (Snedecor and Cochran 1967:325). When F-tests

indicated differences in numbers of failures were significant, mean

separation was accomplished with Duncan's (1955) new multiple range

test (NMRT). The NMRT was used to provide a ranking system

whereby statistically similar fences that coyotes failed to cross most

often in each family could be selected for further evaluation. When

differences in numbers of failures were not significant, all fences in

a family were retained for further evaluation.

Data for all fences retained from each family were grouped to

permit further comparison. These grouped data were transformed as

before and analyzed using F-tests. Mean separation was accomplished

with NMRT.

The fences that ranked highest and were statistically similar on

the basis of tests of grouped data were rated subjectively according to

various features of construction. The highest-rated electric and non-

electric fences were selected for further testing.

During the tests, the behavior of coyotes during encounters with

test fences was observed. Particular attention was given to behavior

in the test area and methods used for crossing fences. The method of

crossing and location of crossing the test fence were recorded when a

coyote negotiated a fence. The time required for coyotes to cross

fences also was recorded.



Phase 2 Procedures

Phase 2 consisted of testing the top-rated electric and

non-electric fences that were selected in Phase 1. For these tests a

different group of coyotes was procured, and the test procedure was

modified. A live prey item (rabbit) was used as the stimulus for a

coyote to negotiate a test fence.

Prior to conducting tests of fences it was necessary to ascertain

which coyotes would attempt to cross fences to take live prey. There-

fore, coyotes were conditioned to cross fences to kill rabbits. The

conditioning procedure is outlined below:

Step 1 Coyotes were deprived of food for 3 days. A rabbit was

tethered in the re-entry area of the confinement fencing

and a coyote was released in the test area for 30 minutes.

This process was continued daily for each coyote until it

killed a rabbit or it was deprived of food for 6 days.

Coyotes were fed for 2 days prior to the next step.

Step 2 Coyotes were deprived of food for 3 days. A rabbit was

tethered in the re-entry area behind three strands of

barbed wire, and a coyote was released into the test area

for 30 minutes. This process was continued as in Step 1.

Coyotes were fed for 2 days prior to the next step.

26
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Step 3 Coyotes were deprived of food for 3 days. A rabbit was

tethered in the re-entry area behind the standard sheep

fence, and a coyote was released into the test area for

30 minutes. This process was continued as in Steps 1

and 2.

Coyotes were observed only during Step 1 of the conditioning

procedure. The number of repetitions required tc. complete each step

differed because coyotes progressed through the procedure at differ-

ent rates. The conditioning period extended from 18 November to 10

December 1975.

Upon completion of conditioning, the group of coyotes that met

established criteria were selected for tests of fences during Phase 2.

To be included in the 'test group'', a coyote was required to kill at

least three rabbits during conditioning, the last of which was tethered

behind the standard sheep fence. Thus, the coyotes used for tests of

fences in Phase 2 were capable of killing live prey after negotiating a

fence similar to that encountered on many sheep ranches.

During a test, a rabbit was tethered in the re-entry area behind

a test fence, and a coyote was released into the test area. I remained

in the observation booth during all tests, and an assistant released the

coyotes from their cages. This reduced the opportunity for coyotes to

become aware that I was observing them. A 30-Triinute test period

was used for tests. Coyotes were deprived of food for 4 days prior to
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each test. Tests of fences were conducted between 0830 and 1430 from

14 December 1975 to 30 January 1976.

The two fences selected in Phase 1 were tested with the standard

sheep fence as a control. As in Phase 1, the number of times that

coyotes failed to cross each test fence was recorded. Tests of fences

were arranged in randomized blocks design; data were transformed

with square-root transformations and analyzed by F-tests. Mean

separation was accomplished using least significant difference (LSD)

(Snedecor and Cochran 1967:272). The fence that statistically was a

greater deterrent to coyotes than the control fence was selected for

further testing. The method of crossing and location of crossing by

coyotes also were recorded.

Phase 3 Procedures

The coyotes that comprised the test group in Phase 2 also were

used in Phase 3 tests. In this phase, the fence selected from results

of Phase 2 was strung across the test fence location in the confinement

fencing. A rabbit was tethered behind this fence, and a coyote was

released into the test area overnight. Each coyote was allowed one

overnight test under these conditions.

The second part of Phase 3 involved the use of two 12.2-m

(40-foot) square pens constructed within the large enclosure. Pen #1

was enclosed with the standard sheep fence, and Pen #2 was enclosed
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with the fence to be tested. Initially, a rabbit was tethered in Pen #1,

and each coyote was allowed to roam in the large enclosure overnight.

The coyotes that killed rabbits in Pen #1 were later allowed to roam

overnight with a rabbit tethered in Pen #2.

These tests allowed a longer test period than was possible in

the design used for Phases 1 and Z. The tests were conducted only to

provide for more exposure of the test fence to coyotes; statistical

analysis was not applicable to the test design.



RESULTS

Phase 1

Conditioning of 10 coyotes was completed in early April 1975.

The coyotes made an average of 31 conditioning runs (range = 15 to 60)

prior to initiation of tests of fences. The wide range in number of

runs resulted from starting individual coyotes in the conditioning

procedure on different dates. The coyotes that completed more con-

ditioning runs were those that were procured first. No relationship

was observed between the amount of conditioning a coyote received

and its performance in subsequent tests of fences.

Test fences 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 26, 28, 29, and 30 were significantly

greater deterrents to crossing by coyotes (P < 0.05) than other fences

in their respective families and were retained for further evaluation

(Table 1). There were no significant differences (P >0.05) in

deterrent effect among fences in families IV, V, and VII; therefore,

all of these fences were retained for further evaluation. All test

fences in family III were discarded because no coyotes failed to cross

any fence during two replications. One coyote was removed from the

test group during tests of fences in families V and VI, and two coyotes

were removed from the test group during tests on family VII. The

number of tests conducted on each fence in families V through VII

were reduced accordingly (Table 1).
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Table 1. Number of tests, number and percent of coyotes failing to cross fences, and mean
separation for tests of 34 fences comprising seven fence families, April-October
1975.

aP <05 new multiple range test (Duncan 1955).
Test fence retained for further evaluation.

c
All fences discarded from further evaluadon.

dDifferences between fences not significant (F> 0.05), all fences retained for further
evaluation.
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Family Fence
Number
of tests

Failures of Coyotes
to Cross Fence

Mean SeparationaNumber Percent

1 30 8 27
2 30 14 47
3 30 11 37 1 3b 2b
4 30 8 27
5 30 5 17

II 6 30 12 40
7 30 12 40
8 30 9 30 8 9 10
9 30 9 30

10 30 11 37

III 11 20 0 0
12 20 o o
13 20 0 o
14 20 0 o
15 20 o o

IV 16 30 11 37
17 30 12 40
18 30 10 33
19 30 12 40
20 30 12 40

V 21 27 10 37
22 27 11 41
23 27 11 41
24 27 11 41
25 27 12 44

VI 26 27 15 55
27 27 12 44
28 27 14 52 27 28b 26b 29b 30b
29 27 15 55
30 27 15 SS

VII 31 24 16 67
32 24 17 71
33 24 17 71
34 24 17 71
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Data for 23 fences in 6 families were grouped for further

analysis. Test fences 26, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34 were sig-

nificantly greater deterrents to crossing by coyotes (P < 0.05) than

were other fences in the group (Table 2). Analysis of variance was

based only on data for seven coyotes that were in the test group during

tests of all fences. I considered it legitimate to group data for all

fences because there was never significant variation (P > 0. 10)

between replications during tests of any family of fences.

Subjectively, TF 28 and TF 33 were the highest-rated electric

and non-electric fences, respectively; thus they were selected for

testing in Phase 2. An electric fence and a non-electric fence were

chosen to enable further comparison of the effectiveness of the two

types of fencing. Although not selected for intentionally, TF 28

represented modification of existing fencing, and TF 33 represented

new construction. The outlying barbed wire on TF 28 was deleted

for Phase 2 tests.

The degree of difficulty for coyotes to cross fences generally

increased as tests of families of fences progressed. This difficulty

resulted from the construction of fences in families VI and VII based

on information obtained during tests of previous families. The addi-

tion of corner shields and the refinement of overhang design contrib-

uted to the increased difficulties experienced by coyotes in attempting

to cross fences.



Table 2. Significant differences and similarities among 23
test fences grouped for comparison following
Phase 1 tests (April-October 1975). Mean sepa-
ration is according to Duncan's new multiple
range test.

bTest Fencea Mean Separation

34
33
32
31
29
26
30
28
25
24
23
22

21
20
19
18
17
16

7

6
10

3

aFences that coyotes crossed most often are on the bottom.

bFences defined by the same line are not significantly
different from each other (P > 0. 05).
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Many factors determined whether a coyote succeeded in crossing

a test fence, but height of the fence appeared to be of primary impor-

tance. Throughout all tests, there was a relationship between the

proportion of coyotes that failed to cross fences and the height of

fences; more coyotes failed to cross fences as height of fences

increased (Fig. 10).

25.4 50.8 76.2 101.6 127.0 152.4 177.8 203.2

Height of fence (cm)

Fig. 10. Correlation of the percent of coyotes failing to cross test
fences with the height of fences in Phase 1 tests. Coeffi-
cient of correlation = 0. 87, P < 0.01.
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Crossings at locations within 2 m (78 inches) of corners were

classified as corner crossings because of the degree to which coyotes

used the corner brace to cross fences. Coyotes crossed fences at

corners significantly more often than they crossed at other locations

along the fence during tests of family I (x2 = 13.29, df = 1, P < 0.01),

family II (x2 = 4.64, df 1, P < 0.05), and family IV (x2 = 7.84,

df = 1, P < 0.01). Coyotes crossed fences at locations other than

corners significantly more often in tests of family VI (x2 = 9. 0,

df = 1, P < 0.01) when corner shields were added, and in tests of

family VII (x2 = 15.2, df = 1, P < 0.01) when overhangs and/or

corner shields were used.

Phase Z

Nine of 10 coyotes killed rabbits while undergoing the

conditioning procedure, but only 5 coyotes (all females) met the

criteria necessary to be considered test animals. These 5 coyotes

required an average of 3.8 days (range = 3 to 6) food deprivation

prior to killing rabbits during conditioning.

Test fence 33 was a significantly greater deterrent to coyotes

(P < 0.05) than the standard sheep fence, but TF 28 was not a

significantly greater (P > 0.05) deterrent than the standard sheep

fence (Table 3). Test fence 33 was selected for further testing.
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Table 3. Number of tests, number and percent of coyotes failing to
cross fences, and mean separation for tests of three fences
in Phase 2, December 1975-January 1976.

aLeast significant difference (Snedecor and Cochran 1967), P < 0.05.

Phase 3

During the first part of Phase 3 tests, coyotes were released in

the test area overnight eight times. A live rabbit was tethered behind

TF 33 during each test. One coyote was successful in crossing the

test fence during the night. The coyote passed under the test fence

after excavating a slight depression near one corner. Wires near the

bottom of the fence had been pulled upward to increase the size of the

opening where the coyote passed under.

A 45.7-cm (18-inch) woven wire apron was added to TF 33 and

five more overnight tests were conducted. One coyote crossed the

test fence during these tests, apparently by crawling through the mesh

because no digging was evident. This coyote also crawled through

TF 33 during Phase 2 tests.

5 15 6 40
N.. S..

28 15 11 73 5 28 3,3

33 15 14 93 Significant

Failures of Coyotes
Number to Cross Fences

Fence of tests Number Percent Mean Separationa
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During the second part of Phase 3, two of the five coyotes killed

rabbits in pen #1. The two coyotes were allowed to roam singly in the

large enclosure overnight with a rabbit tethered in pen #2 enclosed by

TF 33 with apron. One coyote crossed the fence and killed a rabbit

during each of two overnight tests. The other coyote spent four nights

in the large enclosure and did not enter pen #2 to kill a rabbit. The

coyote that got into pen #2 was the same animal that crossed TF 33 in

the first part of this phase. I found no evidence of the method used by

the coyote in crossing the fence, but I believe it was by crawling

through the mesh. Crossing of the fence was verified on one occasion

when I found the coyote in pen #2 the morning following an overnight

test. Loss of rabbits to other predators was discounted because the

appearances of kill-sites in the small pen were similar to those in

earlier tests when kills were observed.

Effectiveness of Electric Fences

Tests of electric fences were inconclusive, but it appeared that

use of electric wires was ineffective in controlling coyotes. Gener-

ally, I found that it was difficult to position electric wires in a manner

that would ensure that coyotes received a shock. Contact of electric

wires and subsequent receipt of shock by coyotes in Phase 1 tests was

infrequent (13 tests of 466 tests). This was not caused by avoidance of

test fences because coyotes were as successful or more successful in
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crossing electric fences as they were in crossing non-electric fences

(Table 1). It appeared that coyotes were able to avoid electric wires

when crossing fences, at least with the configurations I tested.

During the initial test of TF 28 in Phase 2, all five coyotes

received a shock at least once; two of the coyotes subsequently crossed

the fence. In succeeding tests of TF 28 coyotes crossed the fence

twice without receiving a shock. One coyote actively avoided TF 28

after receiving one shock but continued to cross the standard sheep

fence. Thus, the coyote apparently discriminated between fences with

and without electric wires.

In six tests, coyotes succeeded in crossing fences after

receiving a shock. In four instances, receipt of the shock appeared to

have been the stimulus that induced crossing of the fence. Electric

shock ellicited extreme avoidance by three coyotes during all tests,

but there appeared to be no lasting effect of electric shock on other

coyotes. Coyotes apparently were able to avoid contacting electric

wires when crossing test fences.

Fence-Crossing Behavior Exhibited by Coyotes

Methods used by coyotes to cross fences were classified into the

following categories:

1. A "climb-over" was characterized by a coyote contacting the

test fence and physically pulling itself over the highest wire.
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A "jump-over" included any occasion when a coyote jumped

and cleared the highest wire on the test fence.

A "pass-through" included both crawling through and jumping

through the test fence. Crawling through occurred when a

coyote forced its way through any opening in the test fence.

Jumping through occurred when a coyote jumped at the test

fence and passed through any opening.

A "pass-under" included any occasion when a coyote crossed

the test fence under the lowest wire.

During tests of fences in Phase 1, I recorded 567 crossings of

fences by coyotes. Climb-over, jump-over, and pass-through

occurred at approximately equal rates overall, but pass-under

occurred only in tests of family III (Table 4).

A climb-over generally was associated with a corner on the test

fence, but one coyote was adept at climbing over anywhere along the

test fence. This coyote easily climbed over a fence that was 183-cm

(72-inches) high.

Jump-overs were displayed most often by two male coyotes.

These coyotes typically approached a test fence at a trot and jumped

without hesitation. They both had difficulty jumping fences that were

167.6 cm (66 inches) or higher. When successful in jumping higher

fences, both coyotes contacted the top of the fence and pushed away

with their hind feet. These coyotes also jumped test fences that had



Table 4. Number of crossings of test fences by coyotes and the percent of crossings by
each method in seven families of fences tested, April-October 1975.

Family

Number of
Crossings of Test
Fences by Coyotes

Method of Crossing Fence (Percent)
Climb
Over

Jump
Over

Pass
Through

Pass Not
Under Observed

I 104 33.6 21.2 43.3 0 1.9

II 97 36.1 20.6 41.2 0 2.1

III 100 0 55.0 23.0 22.0 0

IV 93 47.3 31.2 21.5 0 0

V 80 28.7 45.0 26.3 0 0

VI 64 34.3 39.1 26.6 0 0

VII 29 31.0 65.5 3.5 0 0

Totals 567 29.6 36.4 29.4 3.9 0.7
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outlying wires as far as 122 cm (48 inches) from the woven wires.

Adult coyotes were observed crawling through mesh with

unstretched dimensions as small as 15.2 x 10.2 cm (6 x 4 inches).

Coyotes had no problem crawling through the 30.5-cm (12-inch) stay

wire on TF 5 and in some cases appeared to literally walk through the

mesh. Jumping through generally involved a coyote that missed on a

jump-over attempt and went between wires instead.

Pass-unders occurred only during tests of family III where the

lowest wire was at least 25.4 cm (10 inches) above ground on all

fences. No attempts to dig under were observed during Phase 1 tests.

This was attributed to the short test period.

During tests of fences that had electric wires placed as far as

122 cm (4 feet) from the woven wire, 48 instances were observed

where coyotes moved around the test area for 15 seconds to several

minutes before crossing the electric wires and woven wire. Of these

crossings, 27 involved crawling under the electric wires, 13 involved

passing through, and 8 involved jumping over. Coyotes crawled

under electric wires as low as 25.4 cm (10 inches) above the ground.

The coyotes generally hesitated near the electric wires just prior to

crossing.

Fourteen successful crossings of test fences were recorded

during Phase 2 tests. In all cases, coyotes crawled through the woven

wire. The single successful crossing of TF 33 in this phase was
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notable in that the largest unstretched opening in the mesh was

15.2 x 10.2 cm (6 x 4 inches). No crawling through occurred during

preliminary tests of TF 33 in Phase 1.

Other Behavior Associated with Tests of Fences

Generally, each coyote that frequently crossed test fences

habitually used a particular location for crossing fences. Coyotes

that jumped over fences habitually jumped in the same place or very

near it. Coyotes that climbed over in a corner often used the same

corner. One coyote, that characteristically crawled through the wire

mesh, used approximately the same location on similar fences.

Methods of crossing used by individual coyotes varied according

to changes in height, mesh size, and position of electric and barbed

wires. One coyote used every method of crossing described. During

Phase 1 tests, she changed from crawling through, to jumping over,

to climbing over as mesh size and height differed.

Behavior of coyotes following receipt of electric shock was

typified by a low bark or bark-yip vocalization and violent jumping

away from the electric wire. This behavior was interpreted to indi-

cate receipt of shock by a coyote. Coyotes were observed receiving

shocks 13 times in Phase 1 tests and 5 times in Phase 2 tests.
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DISCUSSION

Selection of Optimal Fence Features

Size of mesh was a critical consideration in construction of test

fences. Coyotes readily crawled through the 30.5-cm (12-inch) stay

mesh on the standard sheep fence; whereas, use of 15.2-cm (6-inch)

stay wire reduced the tendencies of coyotes to crawl through. Coyotes

were capable of crawling through unstretched meshes in which the dis-

tance between line wires was at least 10.2 cm (4 inches). Woven wire

used for fencing of livestock has 15.2- x 10.2-cm (6- x 4-inch) open-

ings in the mesh within 15 cm (6 inches) of the bottom. Woven wire

with smaller mesh was not available commercially without substantial

increase in cost over that of standard fence wire.

I used "rabbit and poultry" wire to obtain the smallest mesh size

that was available at low cost relative to the woven wire in general

use. The largest openings in the mesh on the "rabbit and poultry"

wire I used to construct some test fences (TF 31, TF 32, TF 33, and

TF 34) were 15.2 x 10.2 cm (6 x 4 inches); openings below 50 cm

(20 inches) were smaller. Because a coyote was able to crawl through

this woven wire, it was apparent that woven wire with smaller mesh

was necessary to preclude coyotes from crawling through. Chicken

wire may be considered as a means to obtain smaller mesh, but it is

light gauge and somewhat difficult to work with over distances
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encountered when fencing livestock.

Increased height of fences primarily limited coyotes that jumped

over. A threshold existed at about 167.6 cm (66 inches) because coyotes

hit fences at that height when they failed in attempts to jump over.

On the basis of these findings, I selected 167.6 cm (66 inches) as the

minimum height for an effective fence.

An appropriately positioned overhang was necessary to prevent

coyotes from climbing over fences. After tests of several types of

overhangs, I judged that an effective overhang should be constructed of

no larger than 15.2-cm (6-inch) stay woven wire, should be inclined

no more than 45 degrees above horizontal, and should extend away

from the vertical fence at least 38 cm (15 inches). Overhangs con-

structed of larger mesh wire and/or not extending sufficiently from

the fence allowed coyotes to crawl through or climb over. It was

necessary to use supports on each post to maintain proper position

and tightness of the overhang.

The importance of preventing coyotes from crossing fences in

corners cannot be overemphasized. In addition to blocking a coyote's

path of travel, corner shields appeared to cause some avoidance.

Coyotes were wary of anything hanging directly overhead, thus shields

and overhangs tended to keep coyotes away from the fences. It is

possible that corner shields would be a useful addition to any fence in

areas where coyotes are known to be crossing fences.
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The placement of braces should be given serious consideration

when trying to reduce crossing of fences by coyotes. Coyotes readily

used braces as toe-holds and stepping points when crossing fences

during tests. The braces I used were 5.1- x 10.2-cm (2- x 4-inch)

lumber placed horizontally between the corner post and brace post.

Initially, braces were placed approximately 150 cm (60 inches) above

the ground, and coyotes jumped up to the braces to get over the

fences. Later, I moved the braces down to approximately 76 cm (30

inches) above the ground and reduced the degree to which coyotes could

use braces to cross fences. Reducing the width of braces would

reduce the chances for coyotes to find a stepping point

The placement of woven wire and barbed wires did not appear

to influence the ability of coyotes to cross fences. Coyotes were able

to climb over fences regardless of whether the woven wire was placed

on the stock side or coyote side of the posts as indicated by 16 climb-

overs of TF 10, TF 30, and TF 32. Spacing of barbed wires generally

had little influence on the ability of coyotes to pass between. There

was some indication that coyotes avoided crawling between barbed

wires that were no more than 10.2 cm (4 inches) apart.

Although use of electric wires was relatively ineffective in my

tests, some potential for use of electric wires exists. I found that if

a coyote got to a standard fence, it was likely the animal would cross

the fence. Placing electric wires at some distance from the woven
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wire may reduce the changes of coyotes approaching the fence. Also,

there was a tendency for coyotes to concentrate their attention on

outlying wires rather than on the woven wire fence. Use of electric

wires required proper positioning of wires and maintaining adequate

charge in the wires. Electric wires must be placed so that an animal

is grounded when it contacts the charged wire( s). Electrified barbed

wire may be better for use against animals with thick fur like the

coyote, but smooth wires are suitable if they carry an adequate

electric current. At least 11 of 18 instances in which I observed

coyotes receiving shocks involved contact between a coyote's nose or

head and a charged wire. Thus, charged smooth wires generally were

sufficient to administer a shock in my tests of fences.

An apron attached to the base of the fence on the coyote side

appeared to be the most effective means of deterring coyotes from

digging under. It would be possible to string wires near the base of

fences, but coyotes are adept at loosening wires and then maneuvering

around them. A woven-wire apron extending 30 to 45 cm (12 to 18

inches) from the base of the fence precluded coyotes from starting to

dig near enough to the fence to get under. Terrain must be considered

in using an apron because large depressions under a fence could

obviate the use of an apron in specific areas.



Considerations of Coyote Behavior

The tendencies of coyotes to habitually cross fences at specific

locations presents both a benefit and a disadvantage to attempts to

control coyotes. If specific locations are being used by coyotes,

steps may be taken to obstruct the locations. Conversely, coyotes

may make more determined attempts to cross in habitual locations

making effective obstructions difficult to perfect. Also, coyotes may

adapt to use another method of crossing or a different location of

crossing.

During tests of fences, a variety of methods of crossing fences

were observed, and individual coyotes were adapted to use several

methods. This adaptability negated the use of any single modification

of fences to deter all coyotes. The incorporation of several features

in one fence was necessary to maximize effectiveness.

Feasibility of Modifications of Existing Fences
Versus New Construction

Attempts to modify existing fences involve fences that coyotes

already are familiar with and have crossed previously. Modifications

that are simply additions of wires to the fence posts accomplish little

because coyotes still are able to contact the fence. Unless all

methods of crossing have been accounted for, coyotes will continue

to cross the fence.

47
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Electric and non-electric wires placed in front of the existing

fence must be positioned so they stop coyotes short of the fence. A

serious hindrance to this approach lies in the possibility that coyotes

may inadvertently cross the outlying wires and be able to cross the

existing fence. At least three times during my tests of fences,

coyotes got between outlying electric wires and the woven wire during

their attempt to jump away after receiving a shock. In a field situa-

tion involving a coyote that was accustomed to crossing a fence, the

coyote would be free to cross the existing fence. When this has hap-

pened once, it is possible the coyote will repeat it. This situation

could occur at most sheep operations because existing fences are

constructed of 30.5-cm (12-inch) stay woven wire which coyotes

readily cross.

New construction can be designed to deter all method of crossing

fences and eliminates the coyote's familiarity with the fence. In

addition, the likelihood that a coyote inadvertently could cross the

fence following receipt of shock would not exist as in fences modified

with charged wires. A greater degree of flexibility exists when new

construction is used because there is no need to work with an existing

fence. The primary disadvantage to new construction for controlling

coyotes is high cost.



Cost of Fences

Generally, modifications to existing fences using electric wires

that I tested would cost about $250 to $400 per mile for materials at

current prices (March 1976). These prices would allow the addition of

three to five electric wires to the existing fence. One electric fence

charger, costing $30 to $50, would be sufficient to charge these wires

for 3 to 5 miles. This cost would be the minimum necessary to

achieve the low level of deterrence that I observed in my tests of

electric fences. Adding a single barbed wire to an existing fence

would cost about $110 per mile for materials.

Construction of new fences that I tested would cost from $2000

to $2350 per mile of fence for materials. The higher cost would per-

mit construction of a fence that had all of the features I found neces-

sary to deter coyotes from crossing fences. The expected capabilities

of coyotes to cross fences would be accounted for by this fence, but

the fence possibly would not be absolutely effective. The higher cost

of new construction relative to modifications of existing fences

reflects the greater requirement for materials necessitated by con-

struction of an entire fence. Appendix, Table B contains a comparison

of costs of the top-rated fences with the standard fences.
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Conclusions

On the basis of my tests of fences, modification of an existing

fence was not an effective means of deterring crossing by coyotes.

Electric wires added to an existing fence may have some potential for

deterring coyotes, but it is questionable whether electric wires will

deter coyotes that are accustomed to killing livestock. Further study

on the effects of electric shock on coyotes that habitually kill livestock

is necessary.

In places where a new fence will be constructed to confine

livestock, features that will deter all methods of crossing by coyotes

should be incorporated in the fence. On the basis of my test results,

such a fence should be at least 167.6-cm (66-inches) high, should have

meshes no larger than 15.2 x 10.2 cm (6 x 4 inches), should have a

woven wire overhang projecting away from the fence no less than 38

cm (15 inches), and should have a woven wire apron fastened to the

base. The overhang and apron should be 15.2-cm (6-inch) stay woven

wire fastened to the fence at intervals of about 61 cm (24 inches). To

eliminate added cost, the apron can be made of used wire. Despite

the presence of an overhang, shields should be used to further obstruct

corners.

Test fence 33 with an apron had all the features I considered

minimal for being an effective deterrent to coyotes. I believe it would

require exceptional coyotes to cross this fence under field conditions.
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Table A. Individual identifier, sex, weight during tests, and origin of
15 coyotes used for tests of fences in Oregon, April 1975-
March 1976.

aCoyotes used in these phases were confined initially at Denver
Wildlife Research Center and bear the identification numbers used
there.

Test
Phase

Coyote
Identifier Sex

Weight
Originkg (lb)

1 1 F 11.8 (26.0) Oregon (Washington Co.)

2S M 12.5 (27.5) Oregon (Harney Co.)

3 F 9.1 (20.0) Oregon (Lane Co.)
4 F 9.1 (20.0) Oregon (Lane Co.)

5 F 11.3 (25.0) Oregon (Lane Co. )

6 M 12.7 (28.0) Oregon (Washington Co.)

7A M 13.6 (30.0) Oregon (Harney Co.)

8A M 11.3 (25.0) Oregon (Harney Co.)

9 M 12.0 (26.5) Oregon (Linn Co.)

10 F 12.3 (27.0) Oregon (Harney Co.)

2 and 3a 354 F 8.2 (18.0) Kansas

363 F 9.5 (21.0) Texas

364 F 11.6 (25.5) Texas

373 F 9.5 (21.0) Texas

374 F 10.2 (22.5) Texas



Table B. Costs of materials per mile for the standard stock fence
(TF 1), standard sheep fence (TF 5), and the top-rated
electric (TF 28) and non-electric (TF 33) fences (March,
1976 dollars). a' b

aCosts are based on price quotes from hardware stores and farm
supply stores in Corvallis, Oregon and vicinity.

bLabor costs are not included because of the various ways fencing
tasks are accomplished.

cCalculated using 6. 1 m (20 feet) post intervals.
dDoes not include the outlying barbed wire as used in preliminary
tests.
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Item TF 1 TF 5 TF 28 TF 33

Woven wire 800 640 640 1440

Barbed wire 240 240 240

Smooth wire 140

Posts:c steel 465 465 465d

wood -- 795

Braces and wire 10 10 10 10

Staples and nails 25

Wire fasteners ZO 20 20

Supports (overhang and
electric wire) 70 70

Insulators -- 65

Totals 1535 1375 1650 2340



n 1.

Fig. A. Replica of data sheet used during tests of fences.
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

apron - wire material that projects away from the base of a fence
and is in contact with the ground.

brace - the horizontal or diagonal supports used to prevent corner
posts from being pulled out of the ground under pressure from
a wire fence.

charged wire - any wire that carried an electric charge.

climb-over - when a coyote contacted the test fence and physically
pulled itself over the highest wire.

conditioning run - when a coyote was released into the confinement
fencing for purposes of conditioning the animal to a test pro-
cedure.

confinement fencing - the walkway, runway, and fenced triangles.

coyote side - the side of a test fence from which a coyote initially
approached or the side opposite livestock being protected.

deprivation - when a coyote was not fed its daily ration of food.

electrified wire - synonymous with charged wire.

failure - when a coyote did not cross a test fence within the time
alloted for a test.

family (fence) - fences that had similarity of design or origin and were
grouped together for purposes of testing.

jump-over - when a coyote jumped and cleared the highest wire on the
the test fence.

large enclosure - the 6.5-ha enclosure in which all research was
conducted.

line wires - the horizontal wires on woven wire.

livestock side - the side of a fence on which livestock are confined.
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mesh size - a measurement of the opening formed by the intersection
of pairs of adjacent line and stay wires on woven wire.

method of crossing - the means whereby a coyote was able to negotiate
a test fence.

noosepole - a metal pole with an adjustable noose used for holding
coyotes during handling.

outlying wires - barbed or smooth wires placed in front of the woven
wire on a test fence.

overhang - wire material extending outward from the top of a fence.

pass-through - when a coyote crawled through or jumped through any
opening in the test fence.

pass-under - when a coyote crossed the test fence under the lowest
wire.

Phase 1 - the phase during which initial tests of fences were made
'(April- October 1975).

Phase 2 - the phase during which fences were tested using live prey
and a 30-minute test period (December 1975-January 1976).

Phase 3 - the phase during which the top-rated test fence was exposed
to coyotes overnight.

rabbit and poultry wire - a descriptive phrase, attached by the
manufacturer, for a specific type of woven wire.

ranking of fences - the process whereby fences within a family were
ordered on the basis of statistical properties of the test results
of Phase 1.

rating of fences - the process whereby fences were subjectively
ordered on the basis of various features of construction to aid in
selection of fences for further testing.

re-entry area - the fenced triangle that funneled coyotes back into the
runway after they passed the test fence location.



standard sheep fence - a fence constructed of 99-cm (39-inch) high,
30.5-cm (12-inch) stay woven wire with a ground level barbed
wire, and a barbed wire placed 7.6 cm (3 inches) above the
woven wire.

standard stock fence - a fence constructed the same as the standard
sheep fence except that 15.2-cm (6-inch) stay wire is used.

stay wires - the vertical wires on woven wire.

success - when a coyote crossed a test fence within the time alloted.

test - when one coyote was allowed to encounter a test fence.

test area - the fenced triangle in which coyotes were subjected to a
test fence.

test day - when all coyotes in the test group were allowed to encounter
one test fence.

test fence - any fence configuration that was tested for its deterrent
effect on coyotes.

test group - all coyotes that were considered valid test animals at a
specific time.

test period - the amount of time that coyotes were allowed to remain
in the test area during a test.

validation fence - the fence, composed of three strands of barbed
wire, which coyotes were required to cross to be considered
valid for further tests in Phase 1.

validation run - when a coyote ran the route in the confinement
fencing with the validation fence in place.
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